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ABSTRACT
The current design and standardization of the next generation or
Fifth Generation(5G) will enable new used cases, applications and
impressive challenging requirements in terms of mobility perfor-
mance. For example, next generation mobile networks should sup-
port seamless mobility with zero data interruption at each handover,
even at high speeds. This work proposes a new research analysis
of Mobility Management(MM) solutions in cellular network for
next generation. Conventionally Mobility Management solutions
were developed for LTE but, from last few years due to increase
in demand for high speed seamless mobility without interruption
for every handover, the solutions remained incompetent. Hence for
improvement in QoS and reducing the delay,this proposed work
method will involve the reduction of delay during handoff and anal-
ysis for mobility management in both Low speed and High speed
scenarios. However,the measurements also reveal that the handover
data interruption time can sometimes be hundreds of milliseconds
and would try to fulfill the next generation demands. Studies of mo-
bility are conducted for a variety of environments,including generic
scenarios with hexagonal network topologies, non uniform site spe-
cific scenarios, pedestrian mobility and high speed. So using differ-
ent network architectures we would implement dual connectivity as
well.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today’s life is impossible without networking, rapid growth of an-
droid phones is a big challenge for wireless communication. Ser-
vice providers are attempting to deliver high quality, low latency
video and multimedia applications for wireless devices and many
more. High speed connectivity is a very basic requirement as we
look ahead to next generations of networks[1]. Achieving 24/7 ac-
cess to, and sharing of, all our “stuff ”requires that we continue
on our current path: going far beyond simple voice and data ser-
vices, and moving to a future state of “everything everywhere and
always connected ”. From last decade, mobile phones have gone
through several generations like; 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G and now 5G net-
work is under research [1]. The ongoing development of Fifth Gen-
eration mobile communication technology are going to be the cor-
nerstone for applying data and Communication Technology to var-
ied fields, e.g., smart city, smart home, connected automotive, etc.

The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)[2][3], has devel-
oped the foremost winning customary technologies within the mo-
bile communication market like Universal Mobile Telecommunica-
tion System (UMTS) and future Long Term Evolution (LTE). It is
presently polishing off the standardization of each Fifth Generation
access network system and Fifth Generation core network system
at identical time. In between 3GPP, (SA2) is to blame for identify-
ing the most functions and entities of the future network.

2. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR LTE
In next several years, networks is scattered more in nature for such
networks, LTE only implements hard handover type. In this process
of handovers known as break-before-make handovers, due to hard
handover process it will creates major issues in mobility perfor-
mance for long term evoluation(LTE). So during this process, user
equipment is not able to access the data or interchange the data with
the help of network. For continuation of data transmission eNB
should support because the entity of the Radio Network Controller
(RNC) does not exist in LTE[4]. Current mobility management in
LTE architectures such as the one employed by LTE, are central-
ized in nature. To illustrate, the Mobility Management in the LTE
architecture shown in Figure 1 which is entrusted with the respon-
sibility of managing mobility of users attached to the network. The
given central architecture suffices current day needs. However, due
to an exponential growth in traffic and the number of users, these
architectures will not be viable for the future 5G network scenar-
ios. Issues such as scalability,flexibility, blocking and droping will
render the current strategies insufficient for the scenarios that will
prevail in these future networks[5].

Fig. 1. Architecture for Long Term Evaluation
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2.1 Mobility Management for LTE-A
First version of Long Term Evaluation(LTE) came with 3GPP and
introduced a mobility enhancements with release 8 which gives
more benefit for the UE by increasing the end user throuputs. In
heterogeneous networks, UE can simultaneously consume radio
sources from macrocell acting as mobility anchor and small cell
acting as secondary cell. With these qualities, the UEs benefit from
an increased throughput and enhanced mobility robustnesss[6].
Nevertheless, dual connectivity comes with the price of a large
number of mobility events. Besides regular handovers, new events
are defined for the aggregation, substitution and release of the cells
that serve the additional radio links. As will be described in the fol-
lowing parts of this thesis, the increased number of events becomes
a challenging issue in high speed HetNet scenarios. Additionally,
the selected user plane architecture for implementing DC has an
impact on the mobility performance and on the data interruption
time perceived by the UEs[7].

3. MOBILITY MANAGEMENT FOR FIFTH
GENERATION OF MOBILE NETWORKS

As fifth generation (5G) is expanded and performed, we believe the
main dissimilarity collate to 4G will be the use of much greater
spectrum awarding at untapped millimeter wave frequency bands,
highly directional beam forming antennas at both the mobile device
and base station[8], longer battery life, lower outage probability,
much higher bit rates in larger portions of the coverage area, lower
infrastructure costs and higher aggregate capacity for many simul-
taneous users in both licensed and unlicensed spectrum (e.g. the
convergence of Wi-Fi and cellular). Figure 2 shows that the Mobil-

Fig. 2. Mobility Management in 5G

ity Management for 5G[9]. which can be used for the application of
SDN Controller. Here services maybe presents on a cloud. Subse-
quently, parameters from both the user as well as the network can
be extracted by the aforementioned MM application. 5G technol-
ogy has changed to use cell phones within very high bandwidth.
5G is a packet switched wireless system with wide area coverage
and high throughput. 5G technologies use CDMA and millimeter
wireless that enables speed greater than 100 Mbps at full mobil-
ity and higher than1Gbps at low mobility. The 5G technology pro-
vides the mobile phone users more features and efficiency. A user
of mobile phone can easily hook their 5G technology gadget with
laptops or tablets to acquire broadband internet connectivity[10].
Until now following features of the 5G technology have come to
surface High resolution is offered by 5G for extreme mobile users.
It also offers bidirectional huge bandwidth , higher data rates and

the finest Quality of Service (QOS). 5G wireless networks will help
1,000 fold gains in capacity, connections for at least 100 billion
devices, and a 10 Gbps individual user experience capable of ex-
tremely low latency and response times. Deployment of these net-
works will emerge between 2020 and 2030. 5G radio access will be
built upon both new radio access technologies (RAT) and evolved
existing wireless technologies (LTE, HSPA, GSM and Wi-Fi). Suc-
cess in wireless network innovation will also drive economic and
societal growth in exclusively new ways. 5G will realize networks
capable of providing zero distance connectivity between people and
connected machines.

Fig. 3. 5G Applications

Figure3, 5G will be a truly converged system supporting a wide
range of applications from mobile voice and multiGigabitpersec-
ond mobile Internet to D2D and V2X (VehicletoX; X stands for
either Vehicle (V2V) or Infrastructure (V2I)) communications, as
well as native support for Mobile Traffic Control MTC and public
safety applications. 3D MIMO will be incorporated at Base Sta-
tion (BS)’s to further enhance the data rate and the capacity at the
macrocell level. Figure 4 shows the architecture of 5G. In which
5G terminal connect the network with General Packet Radio Ser-
vics(GPRS) OR Enhanced Data for Global Evolution(EDGE)[11],
3G, WLAN and LTE. And send the data towards different servers,
which supports thousands of new applications in various fields.

3.1 5G REQUIREMENTS

(1) Immersive experience: For virtual real life applications and ul-
tra high defination video requires at least 1 Gbps or more data
rates.

(2) Fiber like user experience: 10 Gbps data rates to help mobile
cloud service.

(3) Zero latency and response time less than one millisecond
latency to support real time mobile control and vehicle-to-
vehicle applications and communications.
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Fig. 4. 5G Architecure

(4) Zero second switching: Maximum 10 millisecond switching
time between different radio access technologies to ensure a
consistently seamless delivery of services

(5) Massive capacity and always on: Current mobile network sys-
tems already support 5 billion users; this will need to expand
to also support several billions of applications and hundreds of
billions of machines.

(6) Energy consumption: Energy per bit usage should be reduced
by a factor of 1,000 to improve the connected device battery
life.

4. ADVANTAGES OF 5G

(1) High resolution and bi-directional large bandwidth shaping.
(2) Technology to gather all networks on one platform.
(3) More effective and efficient.
(4) Technology to facilitate subscriber supervision tools for the

quick action.
(5) Most likely, will provide a huge broadcasting data in Gigabit,

which will support more than 60,000 connections.
(6) Easily manageable with the previous generations.
(7) Technological sound to support heterogeneous services includ-

ing private network.
(8) Possible to provide uniform, uninterrupted, and consistent con-

nectivity across the world.
(9) 5G technology will encompass spectral bandwidth more than

40 MHz on frequency channel which is a larger range than all
other wireless technology systems.

The 5G new radio (NR) promises a completely new design that
will meet more stringent and challenging requirements, allowing
the implementation of the envisioned used cases. The design of new
5G NR includes the following mobility performance requirements:

—Seamless handovers between cells with zero data interruption
time.

—Support for users moving at ultra-high speeds up to 500 km/h.
—Good mobility performance everywhere.

Table 1. High Speed Scenarios
No. Parameter LTE 5G
1 HO Interuption Time Intra Freq HO:27.5ms 0ms
2 HO Interuption Time 0ms
3 Max UE speed Supported 350km/h 500km/h

The same good performance should be guaranteed for users in ur-
ban scenarios moving at pedestrian speeds and for users in high
speed scenarios such us highways or high speed trains.
Above table shows a novel graphical representation[12] of the var-
ious functional requirements from the 5G MM mechanisms. The
future MM mechanisms are expected to facilitate seamless mobil-
ity in the highly heterogeneous 5G networks[13], where multi RAT
devices supporting multi connectivity will also be serviced.

5. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE WORK AND
OBJECTIVE:

—To study and understand concept of MM for existing network ,
current MM solution for 5G.

—Based on the performance of the existing solutions, will search
the critical issues that arise for considering the new mobility re-
quirements.

—Propose new solutions that allows meeting the upcoming mobil-
ity requirements and user applications.

—Study and evaluate additional solutions that complement the pro-
pose mobility enhancements for meeting the new design specifi-
cations.

—Evaluate the suitability of the synchronous handover and the
make-before-break techniques for meeting the zero data inter-
ruption time at handovers required for the ultra reliable low la-
tency applications. The evaluation must be done by performing
a detailed latency analysis of the handover procedures.

—Analysing existing Mobility Management strategies, especially
their impacts,

—Developing innovative Mobility Management strategies.
—Based on the previous evaluation, identify the weaknesses and

issues of those solutions and propose enhancements for further
reducing the interruption time.

—Analyse the possibilities for realizing real make- before-break
handovers where the data interruption is eliminated, without in-
creasing the overall handover latency.

—Propose additional mobility enhancements and user associa-
tion techniques in HetNet scenarios that increase the end user
throughput, hence improving the user experience for media con-
tent applications.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper describes how the foundation for fith generation(5G)
Mobility Management(MM) networks can be laid by studying the
various researchers for its deployment. This report gives a brief
overview of all the changes that would be required in the current
scenario for 5G Mobility Management. Considering the various
classification of current Mobility Management schemes for 5G and
because of its relevance it is very difficult to select a network be-
tween User Equipment(UE). So an analysis of the challenges which
the design, development and implementation of MM would en-
counter is also been provided in this paper. Furthermore, the discus-
sions on the challenges also provide insights on the opportunities
that exist for future work on mobility management for 5G network.
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And so, to conclude, MM although faced by multiple challenges
will become an important pillar for the future wireless networks,
thus enabling them to provide features such as low latency, high
data rates, reduced call drops etc., which are primarily also a part
of the broader 5G objectives.
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